
KNOW MORE ABOUT KITCHEN WITCHERY, ITS COMMON 
TERMINOLOGIES, and the herbal correspondence chart!



?WHAT IS

KITCHEN
WITCHERY

As tempting it may seem, 
Kitchen Witchery does not 
mean a witch who cooks in 
the kitchen or simply 
cooking in the kitchen. 
Kitchen Witchery is preparing 
brews, teas, elixirs, tinctures, 
powders, herb sachets, and 
even food with intent and 
will. You can actually infuse 
everything you prepare in 
the kitchen with intent and 
will and use it for healing, for 
simply enjoying the food, for 
divination, or just to
incorporate magickal energy 
into your preparation. And 
that is the difference between 
a witch who is cooking in 
the kitchen and a with prac-
ticing kitchen witchery: the 
intent and will to incorporate 
magick into a preparation to 
heal, to eat, or for divination.

By changing the way you look 
at food and learning how to 
prepare and consume it the 
magickal way, you can create 
magic in the heart of your 
home.

In this issue, we will explore 
the many potions, brews, 
elixirs, powders, sachets, and 
tinctures that you can create 
right in your kitchen!
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?KITCHEN
?

KITCHEN WITCHERY
TERMINOLOGIES

 Here are some kitchen witchery terms that you should have down pat 
before you start stirring up magick in your kitchen! 
 Kitchen Witchery is a big responsibility and you should not                                 
immediately head to your kitchen and make something without even doing 
research, learning the terms, and making sure

Brews A brew is a preparation done by soaking, boiling, mixing, stirring, 
and fermentation.

Potions

Teas Recipes for tea consist of harmless herbs or the plant itself. Tea is 
also often added to potions.

Potions are a mixture of plants, barks, to things like tears, blood, 
oil, etc. Potions are ingested, rubbed on the skin, or anointed 
to heal, to attract love, to repel bad energies, or even to poison 
someone! Potions can also be added to brews. A potion can 
only become a potion when it is infused with energy and spells          
because a potion is a spell in liquid form.

Tinctures Tinctures are concentrated of an herb or plant that is usually 
mixed with vodka. Commonly made for their medicinal value 
and healing properties.

Elixirs An elixir is a sweet-flavored liquid that is prepared for its 
medicinal properties. 

 You should be very careful with the herbs you use in creating your 
brews. This is because some herbs react negatively with other herbs and some 
are also poisonous! You have to make sure none of them are poisonous! You 
should have an herbal correspondence page on hand whenever practicing 
magick in your kitchen and learn which herb does not go well with that herb 
especially when you or someone you love is to drink your brew.
 We have prepared a kitchen witch herbal corresponence chart and you 
can find it on page 8. 



KITCHEN WITCH

HERBAL
CORRESPONDENCE

CHART

ACACIA
For protection, psychic and spiritual enhancement; 
money and friendship. Use it to annoint candles and 
censers and to consecrate chests or boxes that hold 
ritual tools. Use in incense to promote a meditative 
state.

Also called: Gum Arabic, Arabic Gum

ACORN For good luck, protection, wisdom and 
personal power. Keeping a dried acorn is 
an excellent natural amulet for keeping a 
youthful appearance.

ALDER
Use it in rituals 
concerning death to 
provide protection for the 
deceased.
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A For money and 
prosperity. Put a small 
jar of alfalfa in your 
cupboard or pantry to 
ward off poverty and 
hunger. You can also 
burn in a cauldron 
and keep the ashes in 
amulets.

Also called: Lucerne, 
Buffalo, Herb, Purple 
Medic

ALLSPICE
For money, luck and healing. Burn crushed 
allspice to attract positive luck and money. 
Use in healing baths.

Also called: Jamaica Pepper



CORRESPONDENCE

CHART
ALDER

ALOE
For protection, success, and positive luck. Relieves 
loneliness. Hang in the home to attract luck and 
protection for those who are living there. Keep a pot 
in the home to provide protection from household 
accidents. Burn on the night of a full moon to bring 
a new lover by the new moon.

Also called: Burn Plant, Medicine Plant

AZALEA
For happiness, gaeity and light spirits

Note: poisonous. Do not Concume.

ANISE
Used to help ward off the evil eye, find happiness, and stimulate psychic 
ability. Fill a sleep pillow with anise seed to prevent nightmares. Use 
in purification baths. A sprig of Anise hung on the bedpost will help 
restore youth. 

Also Called: Aniseed, Anneys, Anise Seed

BARLEY
For love, healing, and protection. Scatter on the ground to keep evil 
away. Tie barley straw around a rock and throw into a body of water 
while visualizing the pain you have to make it go away.



BASIL
For love, exorcism, wealth, sympathy, protection, and moving on. 
Dispels confusion and fears. Drives off hostile spirits. Strewn on floors 
to provide protection from evil. Sprinkle an infusion of basil outside of 
the building where you hope to be employed or for positive luck in a job 
interview. Wear or carry to attract money and prosperity.

Also Called: Common Basil, Sweet Basil, St. Josephwort, St. Joseph’s 
Wort, Tulsi, Tulasi, Krishnamul, Kala Tulasi, Witches’ Herb, Alabahaca, 
American Dittany

BERGAMOT
For money, prosperity, protection from evil and illness, 
improving memory, stopping interference, and pro-
moting restful sleep. Carry in a sachet while gambling 
to draw positive luck and money. Very powerful for 
attracting success. Burn at any ritual to increase the 
power of the ritual.

Also called: Orange Mint

CAMPHOR
For dreams, psychic awareness, and 
divination. Adds strength to any mixture. 
Use to increase personal influence and 
persuasiveness. Burn camphor incense or 
use camphor oil when moving into a new 
home or setting up a new altar. 

Also called: Laurel Camphor, Gum 
Camphor



CAMPHOR

CITRONELLA
Draws friends to a home and customers to 
a business. Promotes eloquence,
 persuasiveness, and prosperity. Protects 
and cleanses the aura and brings clarity to 
the mind. Encourages self-expression and 
creativity.

DILL
For money, protection, luck and lust. Used 
in love and protection charms and 
stimulates lust.  Effective at keeping away 
dark forces from the household. Place 
seeds in muslin and hang in your shower 
to attract women. Use dill seeds in money 
spells. Add grains of dill seed to a bath 
before going on a date to make yourself 
irresistible to your date. 

Also called: Aneto, Aneton, Dill Weed, 
Dill Seed, Dilly, Garden Dill

ECHINACEA
Adds powerful strength to charms, sa-
chets, and herb mixes. Useful for money 
drawing magick. Dried flowers can be 
burned as incense. Use on the altar as a 
offering to the spirits.

Also called: Purple Coneflower, Cone-
flower, Black Sampson, Rudbeckia

FIG
For divination, fertility, and love. Place a 
branch in front of the door before trav-
eling for safe travels. Write a question 
on a fig leaf -- if the leaf dries slowly, the 
answer is yes, otherwise the answer is no.

Also called: Common Fig

ELDER
For sleep, releasing enchantments, protection 
against negativity, wisdom, house blessing and 
business blessing. Wear to provide protection 
against evil, negativity, and the temptation to 
commit adultery. Used in rites of death and 
dying to protect the loved one during trans-
port to the afterlife.

Note: Elder leaves, bark, roots, and raw berries 
are poisonous. Use with caution.

Also called: Sweet Elder, Tree of Doom, Pipe 
Tree, Witch’s Tree, Old Lady, Devil’s Eye

GINGER
For  adventures and new experiences. Pro-
motes sensuality, sexuality, personal confi-
dence, prosperity, and success. Adds to the 
strength and speed of any mixture of which it 
is a part. Place in amulet, mojo, or medicine 
bag to promote good health and protection. 

Also called: African Ginger

HIBISCUS
To attract love and lust.  Carry in a sachet or 
burn as incense to attract love.

Also called: Kharkady



HAWTHORN
Magickal uses include chastity, fertility, and fairy magick. Place around the bedroom or carry to 
enforce or maintain chastity or celibacy. Used to decorate maypoles and in weddings and handfastings 
to increase fertility. Keep in a house to repel ghosts and evil spirits. An infusion of the herb used to wash 
floors will remove negative vibrations.

Also called: Hawthorne, Haw, May Bush, May Tree, Mayblossom, Mayflower, Quickset, Thorn-apple 
Tree, Whitethorn, Bread and Cheese Tree, Quick, Gazels, Ladies’ Meat

JUNIPER
Banishes all things injurious to good health. Attracts 
positive energy and love. Juniper berries increase male 
potency. Place a sprig of juniper near the door to a 
home or with valuables to help safeguard against theft. 
Use juniper oil in magickal workings to draw money 
and prosperity.

Also called: Juniper Berries, Ginepro, Enebro, Wach-
holder

MAPLE
For love, money, wealth, 
longevity, and good luck.

MINT
Promotes energy, communication and 
vitality. Draws customers to a business. Place in 
wallet or purse to bring wealth and prosperity. 
Use on the altar to draw good spirits to assist in 
your magick. 

Also called: Garden Mint

LICORICE
For love, lust, and fidelity. Carry with you at all times to 
attract a lover.

Also called: Licorice Root, Yashtimadhu, Mithilakdi, 
Mulathi, Liquorice, Sweet Root, Lacris, Lacrisse, 
Lycorys, Reglisse

MUGWORT
To increase lust and fertility. Place around 
magick supplies and altar tools to increase 
their power. Place in a sachet under your 
pillowcase to bring about prophetic dreams. 

Also called: Artemisia, Felon Herb, St. 
John’s Plant, Naughty Man, Oild Man, Sail-
or’s Tobacco

NUTMEG

Magickal uses include attracting money, 
prosperity, and positive luck. Also used for 
protection and breaking hexes. Increases 
the intellect. 

Also called: Myristica



ORANGE
PEEL

For use in  love, divination, luck, money 
and house and business blessing. Add to 
love sachets to help someone make up 
their mind about your relationship. Use 
in sachets and amulets to bring luck to 
business negotiations.

PARSLEY
Calms and protects the home. Draws in 
prosperity ,increases finances, and luck. 
Restores a sense of well-being. Use in 
spells to increase strength and vitality 
after a major or minor surgery or illness. 
Use in amulets or other magickal 
workings to get yourself out of a rut. Eat 
to provoke lust and promote fertility. 
Place on plates of food to guard against 
contamination. Useful for bath magick to 
end a string of bad occurrences.

PATCHOULI
Use in spells, sachets, baths and mixtures 
for money and love. Put in the wallet or 
purse to draw money. Place in a charm 
or use in incense for fertility. Helps to 
ground you and bring your consciousness 
back to the physical level. Burn to bring 
growth to business. 

Also called: Patchouly, Pucha Pot

PRIMROSE
Promotes the disclosure of secrets, resolu-
tion of mysteries, and revelation of truth. 
Breaks down dishonesty and secrecy. Put 
an infusion in a child’s bath water or place 
an herb in their pillows to get them to 
behave.

Also called: English Cowslip, Butter Rose, 
Password



ROSEMARY
Used for good health and in love and lust spells. 
Carried to improve memory and used in dream pillows 
to prevent nightmares. Carry while studying or 
completing tasks to improve memory of the material 
and aid in clear thinking. Use an infusion of rosemary 
to wash hands before performing healing magick. Use 
in bath magick for purification. 

Also called: Elf Leaf, Sea Dew, Polar Plant, Guardrobe, 
Compass Weed, Dew of the Sea, Mary’s Cloak, Stella 
Maria, Star of the Sea, Incensier

SAFFRON
An aphrodisiac. Used in spells of love, healing, 
happiness, lust and strength. Burn, wear, or 
carry for healing and strengthening psychic 
awareness. Commonly used in love magick, 
healing spells, and spells to affect the weather. 

Also called: Kum Kuma, Zaffran, Kesar, 
Autumn Crocus, Spanish Saffron, Dyer’s 
Saffron, Thistle Saffron, Bastard Saffron, 
American Saffron, Parrot’s Corn

ST. JOHN S WORT
Prevents colds and fevers. Placed under pillow to induce prophetic and romantic dreams. Protects 
against all forms of black magick. Place in a jar by the window or burn in a fireplace to protect from 
lightning, fire and evil spirits. Used for banishing, protection and blessing. Carry to strengthen 
courage and convictions or when confronting nasty situations. 

Note: Can be poisonous. 
Also called: Saint John’s Wort, Goat Weed, Herba John, Kalimath Weed, Tipton Weed

Yerba Santa
Beauty, healing, psychic powers and protection. Carry or use in bath magick to obtain beauty from 
within and make your body more desirable. Wear around the neck to ward off illness and prevent 
wounds. Use the leaves in healing or protection incenses. Use in bath water if you feel your sickness 
has been caused by a hex.

Also Called: Consumptive’s Weed, Gum Plant, Gum Bush, Bear’s Weed, Bear Weed, Mountain Balm, 
Tar Weed, Tarweed, Holy Herb, Sacred Herb
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